
a house, children, a car,
police, a week, a 

bee, a library, life,
cake, people, time, a group,

the world, place, a school, a word,
a play, a friend, an eye, a story,

a problem, a woman, night, a boy, water, a number,

an answer, a fact, a city, war,
body, an hour, a watch,
language, a month, 

human, a student, line,
hope, a minute, food,
experience, power, age, land,

a company, reason, a tree,
government, a moment, an animal, a voice,

money, an idea, love, an airplane, 
a pencil, a penguin, soccer, a park,

a cell phone, a clock, a table, a taxi, snow

Noun Cards
Easy Nouns One: 1-100

A guessing game for English language learners

by John Spiri



Directions

Overview: Students will enjoy this fun, interactive activity. Students gain vocabulary 
knowledge and a deeper understanding of nouns. Describing a noun is a particularly 
useful skill for second language learners. It also helps them understand categories for 
nouns. Even though the nouns are easy enough for beginners, it’s good practice for 
intermediate level language learners. Kids will enjoy these cards as well.

The cards are based on high frequency words (very common words). 

Preparation:
1. Print the desired cards. The cards are designed to be printed on “A-One” perforated 
paper (made for name cards). Ten cards fit per A4 page. You can also print on regular 
paper as well (but thick paper like matte paper is recommended). 
2. If you don’t have the perforated paper, cut along the dotted lines (you might want 
to invite students to do some of the cutting!).
3. Choose the cards you’d like your students to practice. I like to use the entire set of 
100 for a classes of 20-35. 

In class:
4. Review words such as noun, verb, adjective and adverb. In particular, explain what 
a noun is. Teachers might want to mention categories: thing, period of time, and ab-
stract. The abstract nouns like time are very difficult to guess. Teachers might want to 
refrain from using the abstract noun cards.
5. Explain that each student will receive 1-5 cards which they will not show their 
partner. I explain how to use the cards by writing on the black/white board as in the 
image below:

6. Partner A may look up unknown words in a dictionary or ask the teacher the mean-
ing.
7. Partner A reads the sentence under the picture. For example, for book, “It is a thing.” 

• At the right top I am explaining some noun 
categories that appear on the cards. Others 
would be furniture, transportation, shelter, etc.

• The hints don’t contain subjects so I encourage 
students to add them.

• “Say the Japanese” is, of course, for native 
Japanese.

• Warn that abstract are difficult!



Explain that at this point partner B will usually not be able to guess. 
8. Partner A reads the hints, ideally filling in the subject. For example, the first hint for 
book is “read it” but partner A can say, “You read it” or “People read it.”
9. If partner B doesn’t know, partner A should give a hint, gesture, or as a last resort, 
a translation. Doing gestures is a lot of fun, but some nouns will be difficult or impos-
sible to gesture (and learners should keep in mind they are trying to guess the noun, 
not the verb).
10. After pairs are finished with their cards they pass them around the room. If the 
room is set up in rows the teacher should fetch cards from the end of the chain and 
bring them to the pair that starts the chain. Depending on the size of the class, I give 
everyone 2-5 cards to start. I keep some in my hand and, as I monitor the activity, 
provide more for pairs who are finishing quicker than others and hence don’t have 
any cards to use.

Even though the nouns are simple, this is a useful skill for language learners, to prac-
tice describing nouns. In this way they will gain skill to explain words they don’t 
know.



1. an airplane
2. a chair
3. children
4. a pencil
5. soccer
6. ice cream
7. an animal
8. a penguin 
9. a house
10. a book
11. police
12. a week
13. a car
14. a city
15. money
16. an idea
17. a guitar
18. rain
19. cake
20. a library
21. baseball
22. a doctor
23. a door
24. morning
25. a park
26. a cell phone
27. a clock
28. a table
29. a road
30. a taxi
31. a hand
32. snow
33. people 
34. time 

35. a year 
36. a day 
37. life 
38. the world 
39. a river 
40. school 
41. a country 
42. a word 
43. a play 
44. a name 
45. a friend 
46. love 
47. family 
48. mother 
49. a problem 
50. a woman 
51. a face 
52. night 
53. an eye 
54. a story 
55. a boy 
56. water 
57. numbers 
58. a head 
59. a question 
60. a child 
61. a girl 
62. a room 
63. a group 
64. a father 
65. an answer 
66. a fact 
67. a brother 
68. a car 

69. a person 
70. the sun 
71. war 
72. a body 
73. an hour 
74. a watch 
75. language 
76. a month 
77. a job 
78. human 
79. a student 
80. a line 
81. hope 
82. a husband 
83. a minute 
84. a game 
85. food 
86. an experience 
87. power 
88. age 
89. a company 
90. land 
91. a hospital 
92. a tree 
93. government 
94. a moment 
95. an animal 
96. voice 
97. a cause 
98. information
99. morning
100. a case



1. an airplane

It is a kind of transportation.
Hints: (1) flies in the sky (2) has wings

2. a chair

It is furniture.
Hints: (1) sit on it (2) a table and ___

3. children

It is a kind of person.
Hints: (1) kids (2) not adults

4. a pencil

It is a thing.
Hints: (1) used to write (2) has an eraser

5. soccer

It is a sport.
Hints: (1) no hands (2) kick ball (3) World Cup

6. ice cream

It is a dessert or snack food.
Hints: (1) vanilla is a flavor (2) sweet and cold

7. an animal

It is a living thing.
Hints: (1) not a plant  (2) lions, dogs, elephants...

8. a penguin

It is a bird.
Hints: (1) cannot fly (2) in Antarctica (3) cute

9. a house

It is a shelter.
Hints: (1) live in it (2) has windows, doors, etc.

10. a book

It is a thing.
Hints: (1) read it (2) in a library

 

 

  

 


